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Abstract 
Haas, R. and H. Brauchli, Extracting singularities of Cauchy integrals - a key point of a fast solver for plane 
potential problems with mixed boundary conditions, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 44 
(1992) 167-185. 
The authors (1991) proposed an algorithm for solving plane potential problems with mixed boundary 
conditions. The method is based on a corresponding Riemann-Hilbert problem on the unit disc, onto which 
the problem has been transformed conformally. Numerically the evaluation of the solution reduces to the 
computation of Cauchy integrals on the unit circle, operating on singular functions. Explicit extraction and 
analytical integration of these singularities up to a certain order is possible by the Schwarz formula. The 
remaining integral can then be treated accurately applying fast Fourier techniques. Where Haas and Brauchli 
(1991) focus on a more general description including computed examples, this paper gives the mathematical 
details concerning the construction of the singular extraction functions. Explicit expressions for their coeffi- 
cients are derived. 
Keywords: Extraction of singularities; potential problems; mixed boundary conditions; Riemann-Hilbert 
problem; numerical conformal mapping. 
0. Introduction 
The goal of the proposed method is a computationally fast and accurate solution for plane 
potential problems with mixed boundary conditions - Dirichlet and von Neumann conditions 
are given on complementary parts. The mathematical basis is the formulation of the solution in 
terms of Cauchy integrals along the given boundary as described by Muskhelishvili and others 
[1,8,9]. Numerically they can be computed very efficiently and accurately applying fast Fourier 
techniques (FFTs) if the problem is restricted to simple boundary conditions, smooth boundary 
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data and standard domains, e.g., unit disc or rectangle. Here, irregularly shaped domains with 
corners and mixed boundary conditions are considered. Transition points of the boundary 
conditions and discontinuities of the given boundary data are singular points of the Cauchy 
integrals to be evaluated. Thus, the standard methods cannot be applied without modifications. 
The problem of efficiently and accurately computing Cauchy integrals of singular functions 
around general domains possibly with corners has yet to be mastered. 
The numerical procedure proposed combines two numerical methods. Namely the conformal 
map and the extraction of the occurring singularities with their analytical integration. 
(1) The given problem is first transformed conformally onto the unit disc. Since harmonic 
functions remain harmonic under conformal transforms, only the boundary data have to be 
treated explicitly. Points on the unit disc corresponding to corners of the given domain produce 
further singularities. Numerically computing conformal maps is not a simple task. Only recently 
robust, efficient and accurate codes have been developed [ll]. Two of them have been 
implemented: a Schwarz-Christoffel map [lo] transforms the unit circle onto a polygon 
circumscribing the given domain. For a wide range of domains a polygon yielding a starlike 
intermediate boundary without corners can easily be constructed. Exceptions are discussed in 
[5]. A modified Theodorsen iteration [3,4] is then applied mapping the unit disc onto the 
intermediate domain. 
(2) On the unit disc, singularities of the Cauchy integrals are extracted and integrated 
analytically. The remaining functions are then smooth enough to be evaluated numerically by 
FFTs. More precisely: numerical and analytical integrations are combined. Singularities are 
first extracted by known functions up to a certain order. They are integrated analytically by 
means of the Schwarz formula. The remaining functions are of class C1 on the unit disc. 
Hence, a discrete Fourier analysis is feasible. 
A broader description with examples and a thorough discussion of the efficiency, accuracy 
and limits of the implemented algorithm can be found in [6]. 
The present paper focuses on a crucial point of the method: the efficient computation of the 
singular extraction functions. Singularities on transition points, corners and discontinuities of 
the boundary data as well as their combinations are considered. They are constructed of power 
series with rational exponents. The purpose of this paper is to derive the corresponding 
coefficients. Explicit expressions can be found. Section 1 very briefly describes the analytical 
solution in two steps: formulation of a problem of Riemann-Hilbert corresponding to the given 
problem and its solution formulas. Section 2 is concerned with the conformal map. In particular 
the behaviour of the boundary correspondence function near corners is investigated. It will be 
used in Section 3, where the singularities involved are examined. Section 4 describes the 
construction of the extraction functions with expressions for their coefficients. The complete 
algorithm is briefly summarized in Section 5. 
1. Riemann-Hilbert problems 
Assume a mixed potential problem conformally transformed onto the unit disc D (Fig. 1): 
u(z) = Re{F(z)}, (l.la) 
AU=O, in D+. @lb) 
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Fig. 1. Conformal transformation by the mapping function o(z): the given potential problem (left) is transformed 
onto the unit disc (right). Normal derivatives are abbreviated by q along the given boundary s and by Q along the 
unit disc d. 
u = w#+~ on ao,, (l.lc) 
g := Q(4) = Q,(4), on aD,. (l.ld) 
First a Riemann-Hilbert problem (RHP) corresponding to (1.1) is formulated. It consists of 
finding a function F(t) analytic in D continuously extended to aD satisfying the conditions 
Re{a( 4)F(ei4)} = T( 4). (1.2) 
In the particular case considered here the given complex coefficient a($) of the RHP is a 
piecewise constant function, TX+) is discontinuous. Namely, 
44) = 1, T(4) = W#+ 4EaD,, (1.3a) 
44) = i, q44 = C&6) + W), 4 E q7 (1.3b) 
i 
0, 
w+= c 
on aD,, 
k, On aD,, Pk<(b<‘Yk+l, k=l,...,n, 
(1.3c) 
where U&4), V,,(4) are given boundary data on aD with transition points uk = exp[ia,], 
b, = exp[iP,] (Fig. 2). In order to formulate (1.21, (1.3) from a given problem (1.11, the 
Fig. 2. The conformal map is constructed in two steps: a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation o(l) maps the dashed 
circle (center) onto the circumscribing polygon (left), a modified Theodorsen iteration c(z) maps the unit disc (right) 
onto the intermediate, starlike boundary (center). The increments ds, dT, d6 and dd correspond to each other. 
They are used to obtain the boundary correspondence function s@(4)) in the neighborhood corners wj. 
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boundary data Q,(4) on the y1 von Neumann boundaries aD, have to be integrated, applying 
the Cauchy-Riemann differential equations: 
The C, of (1.3~) appear as integration constants to be determined. 
In general, solutions of (1.21, (1.3) are not unique for given constants C, [7]. In order for the 
real part of F(z) to correspond to (1.1) only bounded solutions of (1.21, (1.3) are considered. 
Solutions F(Z) that are bounded in D and on aD can be formulated [5,7-91: 
F(z) :=X(z)Z,(z), (1.5) 
where 
X( 2) := p1 (ukbk)p4( z - aJ’*( z - b/y*, (1.6a) 
(1.6b) 
(1.6~) 
X+(e’+) := lim X(t). 
zED+aD 
(1.6d) 
The canonical solution X(z) is bounded in the whole complex plane with a pole of order II at 
infinity. Branch cuts along the IZ Dirichlet boundaries aD, determine how multiple-valued roots 
have to be chosen. As a necessary condition for (1.51, (1.6) to be a solution of (1.21, (1.31, F(z) 
has to be invariant under reflection at the unit circle. This condition implies the n - 1 real 
constraints 
Z,(O)=O, VrnE{l)...) n-l}. (1.7) 
They determine the integration constants C, up to an additional free constant, corresponding 
to an additive imaginary constant of F(z). 
Equations (1%(1.7) determine all bounded solutions F(z) of (1.21, (1.3). Their real part 
U(z) is unique and corresponds to (1.1). 
The formulas (1.5)-(1.7) serve as a basis for a fast solver for mixed problems as proposed in 
[5]. The numerical problem basically reduces to the efficient computation of Cauchy integrals 
I,< z) operating on singular functions J,( 4) defined on the unit circle. The procedure proposed 
combines analytical and numerical integration in two steps utilizing two properties about 
Cauchy integrals. 
(1) The singularities are extracted from J,(4) by known functions im(4>, which are 
integrated applying the Schwarz formula, namely, 
in< z) := & /,‘” [Re{E,,(e’+)} + i Im(E,,(ei4)}] -$&cl4 
=Y&> 
= &%?(4 +&L&4 -h?(O)+E,,J(0~1~ (l-8) 
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where EmR( z) and E,,(z) are functions analytic in D+. They are chosen to match the singular 
behaviour of Z,(4) up to a cerfain degree. 
(2) The remaining function Z,(4) := Z,(4) - im<+) is now smooth enough (e.g. in C’) for the 
numerical integration applying FFTs to be accurate: 
k=-x k=O 
The second property (1.9) is only valid on the unit disc. This is the reason why problem? on 
arbitrary domains have to be transformed conformally onto the unit disc first. Adding Z,(z) 
and I:,,(z) yields Z,(z). 
In order to find explicit expressions for the extraction functions fm(z), the singularities in 
Z,O have to be analyzed. Three sources for singularities are considered: singularities in 
a(+)X+(e’+> at transition points ak and b, (type T), singularities in the boundary data Z(4) 
induced by corners of the original domain (type C) and discontinuities of the given boundary 
data u,(S) or qo(S) on the original boundary (type D). Combinations like corners at transition 
points (type TC) and discontinuities at corners (type DC) may also occur. 
In the next section, the construction of conformal maps and series expansions of their 
boundary correspondence functions S(6( 4)) and S(S-(4)), which are needed to analyze Z,(4), 
are discussed. 
2. Conformal map 
2.1. Construction of the map 
Following [5,6], the conformal map is constructed in two steps (Fig. 2). In a first step, a 
Schwarz-Christoffel transform 
,(lJ)=w,+C /:fi (l- ti”-’ dE (2.1) 
is used to map the unit disc in the intermediate l-plane onto a polygon circumscribing the given 
domain in the w-plane. The polygon has to be chosen in such a way that the preimage of the 
given domain is starlike without corners. This restricts the class of domains that can be treated 
in two ways: some corners cannot be eliminated or the number of necessary vertices of the 
polygon is very high, resulting in significant numerical errors. It is assumed though that the 
boundary in the intermediate c-plane described in polar coordinates p(6) is of class C’. 
Trefethen’s method [lo] is used to solve the highly nonlinear parameter problem determining 
wc, C and the prevertices 5, := exp[ifij] of the polygon on the unit circle. The inner angles ~‘6~ 
of the polygon are given (Fig. 2). A variable transform forces the right order of the prevertices. 
A compound Gauss-Jacobi quadrature rule takes care of end singularities. The loss of accuracy 
induced by singularities near the integration path is reduced by subdividing it 
intervals. 
In a second step the unit circle in the z-plane is mapped onto the smooth 
intermediate boundary in the l-plane by a function 
into smaller 
and starlike 
(2.2a) C(z) = lc +z exp[W)l 7 
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with 
W(t) = 2 &z”. 
k=O 
(2.2b) 
The coefficients tik are determined by numerically solving Theodorsen’s integral equation for 
the boundary correspondence function 6( 4): 
where 
Re{W(e’“)} = ln(p(fi(+))), (2.4a) 
Im{W(e’+)} = 6($) - 4, (2.4b) 
and 4 is the polar angle in the z-plane. K[ *] denotes the conjugation operator [7, p.4041, which 
is computed by two successive FFTs [3]. Following [2,4] a second-order Richardson iteration 
with underrelaxation is applied, solving (2.3) efficiently. Attenuation factors may be used [3], 
yielding a smoother boundary correspondence function G(4). 
The combination 0(5(z)) of (2.1) and (2.2) maps the unit circle in the z-plane onto the 
original domain in the w-plane (Fig. 2). From the construction of S(w), the intermediate 
boundary in the c-plane is of class Cl, but is is treated by (2.2) as a smooth curve. Therefore 
near corners, the resulting boundary correspondence function s(6(4)) is only accurate to the 
first order. This restricts the highest possible order for the extraction of singularities in (1.5) 
and (1.6) to terms with exponents < 1. Replacing (2.11, (2.2) by other modules, e.g., [ll], may 
lead to a better representation of corners in the resulting map, and thus to the extraction of 
higher-order terms. 
2.2. Series expansion of the resulting boundary correspondence function 
The resulting boundary correspondence functions s(6(4)) and ~(~(41) can be expressed at 
smooth points by its series expansion 
where 
(2Sa) 
(2.5b) 
I I 
s(z) = I1 +zW’(z) I lew[w(z)] I, (2.k) 
and at corners by 
s(W, + E)) =@W,)) + clod;! sign(E) I E I “[ 1 + (at,dt, + 6,d,,)E + O(E~)] , (2.6a) 
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with 
d,,:=6’($,)= 
( 
l+ ~k(~~~cos~~,-~~:,sink~,) , 
k=l I 
wd4 1 
42 := &‘y(@J = d,, - 5 k*(tiJk COS k$,+ tiR, Sin kqb,) 
k=l 
(2.6b) 
(2.6~) 
(2.6d) 
(2.6e) 
Note, that (2.5a) and (2.6a) are differently parameterized (Fig. 2). Clearly (2.5) follows 
directly from the first derivatives of (2.1) and (2.2). Deriving (2.6) is somewhat more tedious 
(Fig. 2). From (2.4b) using (2.2b) the expansion 
WJ, + c) = W$,) + +[l + d/+ + WE*)] (2.7) 
follows. Series expansions of s(6) in a neighbourhood of 3, can be derived by termwise 
integration of the corresponding singular expansion of (2.5b), starting with 
(2.8a) 
5(S) := ~(6) ew[i6], 
Zl,,(6) := I1 -p(6) exp[i(6 - IY~)] I ‘J-l, 
g/,,(6) := 1 c 1 fi 11 -p(6) exp[i(6 - Sk)] I “-l. 
$3 
(2.8b) 
(2.k) 
(2.8d) 
The functions S,,,(6) contain the singular part, Z1,,(6) are smooth functions in the neighbour- 
hood of preimages cJ := exp[iaJ] of corners. Due to the choice of the polygon, 
P(% = 1, g(q) =o 
holds for the intermediate boundary p(6). Thus, 
$#q = I 6 - fi, I *J-q 1 + O((6 - $,‘)I. 
The smooth part sJ6) is expandable in a power series 
g&,(6)= ICI kfiI]2 sin+(fi~-fik)]‘k-l 
k#l 
P-9) 
(2.10) 
t +(1-6,)ctg#$-?&) (6-8/)+0((+6,)*) . 
1 
(2.11) 
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With (2.9) one obtains 
$(fi) = 111’ i (p(s))2 + %(0)12 =  + O((fi - w2). (2.12) 
Multiplying (2.10)~(2.12) and termwise integration results in 
s(6) -s(&) = a,, Ifi - q I y9 - it,)[l + %P - 8J + $8 - %,‘)I 7 (23) 
the series expansion of the Schwarz-Christoffel boundary correspondence function that can be 
combined with (2.7) in order to yield (2.6). 
3. Analysis of the singularities 
3.1. Resulting series expansions 
As described above, five different types of singularities CT), (D), (0, (TC), (DC) are possible 
in J,(4). The corresponding series expansions are found in three steps: the function J,(4) is 
reformulated: 
L(4) = Kl(NP(4R(4)U44 (3.la) 
Wm(4) := 2i exp[i(m - +n)4], (3.lb) 
eW/2 
WV(44 := ~ 
ia( 4)X’ (ei4) ’ 
(3.lc) 
%q = Y(W)7 (3 .ld) 
ds) = 
UOW) on do,, 
/Jo(s) + C(4), on aD,, 
(3.le) 
where the functions P(4), R($) and r(4) are real, W,<$> is complex. Each of these functions 
has now its own distinct singularities, with their particular series expansions: 
W,(4, + l ) = &,[ 1+ Jk,,e + O(E2)] 7 for any type, (3.2a) 
w, + 4 = 
I;,,, 1 E 1p2[ 1 + Pl,,E + O(E2)] ) PI PC), 
F[,,[ 1 + &,e + O(E2)], Ph (C>, (DC), 
(3.2b) 
cn PL 
E + O(e2)], (C), (TC), (DC), 
(C)Y 
(TC), (DC). 
(3.2~) 
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Details are discussed in the next subsection. Combining the respective expansions for each 
singularity type finally yields 
(T), 
(D), 
(3.3a) 
‘1 + P/,,)$ + F[f ) 
1 
E 16 + q 1 E 1 W+int l/W), 
(3.3b) 
int l/6, 
k=l 
int 3/26, int l/28, 
J,(4)= c J:$kOIElkS,-1’2+ c QjkltlElk6,+1’2 
k = 0 k=O 
+O(M 
6,(1+int l/6,) 
>, 
6% 
cw 3
(3.3c) 
(3.3d) 
int l/6, 
J,(4) = c Q,” 1 E IkS, + O( I E I Skl+int 1’6q, 
k=O PC) * (3.3e) 
Expressions (3.3) are the basis for the construction of the extraction functions im($) and I:,(z) 
with respect to (1.8). 
3.2. Reformulation of the functions J,,,(4) 
In accordance with most computer codes, which define principal values of fi and In z by 
branch cuts along the negative x-axis, arguments of ak := exp[ia,], b, := exp[ip/] and z = ei4 on 
the unit circle are assumed to be in L-T, ~1. With the definition {Pk < fik+i I k = 1,. . . , n - 1) 
two principal configurations for the transition points ak and b, are possible: ePiT lies either on 
a Dirichlet boundary aDU (Case I!J) or on a von Neumann boundary do, (Case a> as shown in 
Fig. 3. 
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With these definitions the principal branch of (1 - z/zJ” with z = eib and z,, = e’@‘O 
becomes 
i 1 I-4 
i 
exp[ +iKr], Kcl2 sin~(9-+o)ly exP[iiK(4-40)l exp[_liK~] if 4 <40, 
20 2 ) if 4>$o. 
(3.4) 
With (3.4) the functions J,(4) shall be reformulated uniquely in a form well suited for 
computer implementation. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the canonical solution X(z) 
that is analytic everywhere, with branch cuts along aD, and a pole of order n at infinity. 
In order for the function X(z) to be analytic inside and outside the unit circle, definition 
(1.6~) has to be refined: 
/ 
,fJl (L@,)““( 1 - ;i”*( 1 - ;)‘*, IZI Gl, 
x(z) = ( fi Z(a,b,)‘/4[~ _ y1(1 -ky*, 
(34 
1 z 1 > 1. 
\ k=l 
Clearly, the constants (~,b,)‘/~ are not unique: 
(akbk)1’4 =& exp[$(% +&)]? (3.6a) 
D, E (1, -1, i, -i}. (3.6b) 
The limiting values X’(e’+> and X-(ei4) as z approaches the unit circle from the inside and 
the outside respectively, can be expressed as 
x,‘(4) =e”‘*2 ]sin +(4 -(Yk) sin +(4 -Pk)] Hk+(4), (3.7a) 
(3.7c) 
(3.7d) 
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I I I I J I 
I I I I I 
-7iT a1 Pl ak Pk “n P, +n 
Case $ 
I 
I I I I I I I 1 
I I 1 I i 
-27 P1 a2 P2 ak Pk a* Prl a, +n 
cp z 
Fig. 3. If arguments of the transition points ak and b, are defined in ( - T, a] and Pk’s are in increasing order, two 
principal configurations are possible: - T is on aD, (top) or on aD, (bottom). 
applying (3.4)-(3.6). With the choice 
D,= ‘1’ 
i’ 
if ak <Pk, 
7 if Q>&, (3.8) 
the canonical solution is uniquely defined with the required branch cuts along aD, and it is 
analytically continuable through aD,. Expressing the absolute value of X’(e’+) as 
1 
= fi 2lsin +(4 -(Ye) sin +(4 -Pk)i-1’2, 
k=l 
the function Z?(4) yields with (3.1~1, (3.7) and (3.8) for both cases I!J and a: 
(-l)“, for -T<$ <PI, 
(-l)“-k, forpk<+<pk+l, 1 
7 forp,<$<r. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
3.3. Coefficients of the series expansions of J,,,(4) 
Expressions (3.lb), (3.9) and (3.10) as well as (3.ld) together with (2.5) and (2.6) each have to 
be expanded, resulting in (3.2) and (3.3). 
The complex function W,(4) is smooth everywhere except at 4 = -rr for odd n. This 
discontinuity cancels with the one of R(4). Thus, the function J,(&> in general is smooth at 
4 = -r and IV,($) is therefore expandable into its power series (3.2a) with the coefficients 
I+& := 2i exp(i(m - fn)4), (3.11a) 
J@ri?,I := i(m - in). (3.11b) 
I’($) defined in (3.9) obviously is singular at transition points - types (T) and (TC) - and is 
smooth elsewhere. The coefficients of (3.2) can be generalized as 
PljO:= ,fit 12sin +(+r-aj)1-1’2 kfiI 12sin f(+r-/3j)1-1’2, (3.12a) 
k +i, k+.i, 
if +/=a, if h=P, 
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Pljl := - + 
1 
2 Ctg +(4[-aj) + 2 ctg t(4[-Pj) * 
k=l k=l 
k+j, k +j, 
if ~&~=a~ if &=P, I 
(3.12b) 
It is assumed that the given boundary data are piecewise smooth on the original domain. 
Hence, modified with the piecewise constant function R(4) (3.10), they can be expressed near 
any critical point s[ := s(J($[)) on the original domain as 
y(s) := r(s)r(s) = ,r;, $(s - sJk, (3.13a) 
+(W))) := W). (3.13b) 
Superscripts &- indicate possibly different values for different sign(s - sr>. The coefficients $,i 
have to be interpreted according to the singularity type. For types (T) and (TC) they are 
$, = R(a,) dk[ ~ow4) + CM 
dsk 
7 
t,;=R(ru,)dk[UO(S(al))l 
dsk ’ 
5, = R_(P )dkbowJ)l 1 dsk ’ 
$;, = R+(P ) dkboWJ) + cm1 
I dsk > 
and for types (D), (C) and DC): 
5, = R(4,) dkbdS(~J)l 
dsk ’ 
$,+, = R(4,) dkbiwh))l 
dsk ' 
~lh=R(Jk[G~m) +Wdl 
dsk 
, 
> 
(3.14a) 
(3.14b) 
(3.14c) 
(3.14d) 
(3.15a) 
(3.15b) 
(3.1%) 
(3.15d) 
For types (C> 5, = 5; is assumed, in contrast to type CD), where these values may differ. 
Inserting the expressions of the boundary correspondence function (2.5) and (2.6) into (3.13a) 
results in the expansion (3.2c), with the coefficients 
(3.16a) 
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(3.16b) 
(3.16~) 
(3.16d) 
4. Construction of the extraction function 
4.1. Preliminaries 
The construction of extraction functions im(4) matching J,<$) (3.3) up to terms of order 1 is 
based on the idea of picking two functions analytic in D+ for each term of the expansions (3.3) 
with exponent G 1. Comparing termwise the expansion of the real parts of first functions and 
imaginary parts of, second functions with real and imaginary parts of (3.3) yield expressions for 
the constants of J,(4). For terms with noninteger exponent /3, functions 
are chosen, with z1 = ei41. For positive integer exponents k, functions 
E,=K(l- $i*ln(l- t) 
have to be taken. Applying (3.41, their real and imaginary part can be expressed as 
Re( Ep(ei4)) = 1 2 sin +E I’[ KRCp(c) - K,S~(~)], 
Im( Ep(ei4)) = ( 2 sin #[ K,Jp(e) + K~CJE)], 
Re{ Ek(ei4)} = 12 sin +Elkln12 sin $I[K,C,(E) - K,S,(E)] 
+I2 Sill fElkL(E)[ -&S,(E) -&C,(E)], 
Im{E,(e’4)} = 12 sin & lklnl 2 sin &I [ K,S,(E) + K,C,(E)] 
+I2 Sin $ElkL(E)[KRCk(E) -&Sk(E)], 
where 
e:=+--,, 
K, := Re{K}, 
Kj := Im(K}, 
CJE) := 
i 
cos( iY(E + IT>), if E <O, 
cos(+Y(E -q, if E > 0, 
ST(E) := 
i 
sin(+y(E + 7r)), if E <O, 
sin(+y(E -v)), if E >O, 
(4-l) 
(44 
(4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
(4.3c) 
(4.3d) 
(4.4a) 
(4.4b) 
(4.4c) 
(4.4d) 
(4.4e) 
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+) := 
i 
;(E + ‘rr), if E<O, 
+ _ r), if E>O. 
(4.4f) 
Next, the expansions of (4.3) have to be determined. Since 
12sin &[‘= IEI~[~+O(E*)], 
ln)2 sin $1 = In I E I + O(E*), 
the following holds: 
(4Sa) 
(4.5b) 
Re(Ep(ei”))‘= (K,C, +K,S,) I E 1' + i/3( +K,S, -K,C,)e I E I’ + O(E* I E I ‘), 
(4.6a) 
Im( EP(ei+)> * = ( TK,S, + K,C,) l E I p + $(K,C, z!I K,S,)E I E I p + 0(E2 I E I P), 
(4.6b) 
Re{E,(e’+)}* = K, In I E I rf $TK, - iKJe + O(E*), k=O, (4.6~) 
Im{E,(e’~)}* = K, In ) E I f $rK, + iKRc + O(E*), k=O, (4.6d) 
Re{E,(ei4)}’ = KJe In I E I f $TK~E + O(E*), k=l, (4.6e) 
Im{E,(e’~)}‘= --K+ In I E I T $rKJe + O(E*), k= 1, (4.6f) 
where 
C0 := ,li_n$ Cy(e) = - lim Cy(e) = cos +yr, 
E-+0+ 
SO := ,\y_ Sy(E) = ,liIy+ Sy( l ) = sin +IT. 
(4.7a) 
(4.7b) 
With this and the expansions (3.3), matching conditions for each of the five cases (T), (D), 
(0, (TC) and (DC) are formulated in the following sections. 
4.2. Transition points, type (T) 
At transition points zI = a, = exp[ia,] and zl = b, = exp[iPrl one has to set 
with its expansion 
&X4, + 6) := [(KM,, f KM,,) + i( fKRmlo2 +KJmlo2)] ifi I E I -“* 
+ {[C +Kl?mm + Lm,) - QLIcl4 f G?zl04)1 
+ i [( f KRmlOl + KJmlOl) - uG?l,o2 + Lm*)l}~~~ 1 E 1 -I’* 
+ O(E2 I E I -I’*). (4.9) 
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Comparing (4.9) with (3.3a) yields four necessary matching conditions: 
4.3. Discontinuities of the given boundary data, type (D) 
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(4.10aj 
(4.10b) 
(4.1Oc) 
(4.10d) 
At discontinuities of the boundary data (D), only integer exponents occur. Therefore, 
&,[(4) := Re K { d01 ,,il-~))+iIm(Kdo2 ln(l-t)} 
l Re(K~~~~(l-~)~n(l-~)~+~Im(K~~04(l-~)ln(1-~)}, 
with its expansion 
k@, + cj = + &[ K.rm/ol - i&m,,,] + [ KRmlOl + %n102] In 1 E 1 
+ [f;~(K,,,,, +%n~04) - i(K~m,ol -iKRm102)]E 
+[KJmlo3 - iK,,,o,]E In IE 1 +O(E2), 
yields the matching conditions 
K RmlOl + iKJm102 = '7 
1 
K JmlOl - iK Rm102 = + -tim,,F[,, $j -I$), 
7T ( 
K Jm103 - iKRm104 = O, 
K R&03 + iKJm104 = 
when compared with (3.3b). 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
(4.13c) 
(4.13d) 
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4.4. Corners, type (C) 
On corners (C) two distinct cases may occur, depending wether L,, := l/6, is integer or not. 
In any case one can set 
im,(+) := c R K k’” e{ 
k=l 
&I = 
int L12, if L,, not integer, 
L,, - 1, else. 
In the latter case - L,, integer - one additional term 
(4.14a) 
(4.14b) 
(4.15) 
has to be added to (4.14a). Comparing (4.14) and (4.15) with (3.3~) yields 
K Rmlkl + iKJmlk2 = tim,O&O( i& + t&)/2 cos(;kfi,a), (4.16a) 
K Jmlkl - i KRmlk2 - Fi0)/2 sin(ika,r), (4.16b) 
K RmlL,,l + i KJmlL,,2 = (4.16~) 
K JmlL,,l - iKRmlLlzz = 0. (4.16d) 
4.5. Transition points at corners, type (TC) 
For the most complicated type, transition points at corners (TC), three distinct cases may 
occur, depending whether the numbers 
L,, := &, 
1 
L,,:=2L,,= & = ;, 
I 1 
L,, := 3L,, = $ 
I 
(4.17a) 
(4.17b) 
(4.17c) 
are integer or not: if L,, integer, exponents 0 and 1 exist (case TCll), if L,, not integer, but L,, 
integer, no exponent 0 but exponent 1 exists (case TClO) and if all three numbers are not 
integer, no integer exponent exists (case TCOO). In either case one can set 
kf’ td(+) := c Re Kmlkl 
k=O 
1 (I - ~)k”p”2] + i Im{Kmjk2(l - i)k”‘P1’2] 
+ kcoRe[Kmlk3( 1 - i)k”‘+1’2] + i Irn{Kmlkd( 1 - i)k”+1’2], (4.18a) 
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i 
int L,, case TCOO, 
k,, = L,, - 1, case TClO, 
L,, - 1, case TCll. 
int LI1, case TCOO, 
k,, = int LI1, 
I 
case TClO, 
L,, - 1, case TCll . 
The following terms have to be added: 
cases TClO/ll, 
9 case TCll , 
case TCll . 
The coefficients can now be expressed, comparing (4.18) with (3.3d), as 
K Rmlkl + iKJmlk2 = 
K Jmlkl - iKRmlk2 = 
K Jmlk3 - i KRmlk4 = 
K Rmlk3 + iKJmlk4 = 
J%l,,&l &I + k”) ( 
2 cos($(2ki?, - 1)~) ’ 
%&,” ko - k) ( 
2 sin(i(2k6, - 1)~) ’ 
$W - l)( K~muc, - iKRmIk2) 
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(4.18b) 
(4.18c) 
(4.19a) 
(4.19b) 
(4.19c) 
(4.20a) 
(4.20b) 
(4.20~) 
(4.20d) 
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The terms (4.19) yield 
K RmlL,,l + iKJm,L,,2 = 
K JmlL,,l - iKRmlL13Z = 0, 
K RmlL,,l + i KJmlLI,2 = 'y 
K JmlL,,3 - iKRmu,,,4 = 0, 
(4.21a) 
(4.21b) 
(4.21~) 
(4.21d) 
(4.21e) 
K RmlL,,k3 + i KJmlL1,4 = (4.21f) 
4.6. Discontinuities at corners, type (DC) 
Finally, discontinuities of boundary data at corners (DC) are discussed. This case coincides 
with the case (C) completed with the term 
Re{Kml,,r ln(l - t)) +i Im(KmlOz ln(l - G)) (4.22) 
Resulting coefficients are 
K RmlOl + i KJm102 = ‘7 
K JmlOl - i KRm102 
K Rmlkl + i KJmlk2 = 2 cos +kQr ' 
K i KRmk2 = 
@mlOclIO('iO-'i0) 
Jmlkl - 2 sin ik8,n ’ 
K RmlL,,I + iKJm[L12Z = - 
K JmlL,,l - iKRm,L,,z = 0, 
4.7. Resulting functions 
(4.23a) 
(4.23b) 
(4.23~) 
(4.23d) 
if L,, integer, 
if L,, integer. 
(4.23e) 
(4.23f) 
Summing up all the functions iml,,($) of all singular points 4I finally yields 
im($) := cirnl(4) = Re{E,R(e’“)} + h{E,J(e”)}, (4.24) 
I 
whose Cauchy integral im< z) is determined by (1.8). 
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5. Conclusion 
The process of deriving the extraction coefficients involves some interesting aspects of 
computational complex analysis, namely, the computational correct representations of complex 
functions with prescribed branch cuts in the complex plane and the derivation of singular series 
expansions with fractional exponents near branch points of those functions. In particular, the 
boundary correspondence functions of conformal maps near corners have to be expanded. 
Once explicit expressions for extraction coefficients are known, the resulting procedure can 
be set up. It consists of the following major steps. 
- Construction of the conformal map and its-evaluation at a set of equidistant points on the 
tmit circle fer the computation of J,(z) and 1,(z), at all critical points for the computation of 
J,(z) and I,(z) and at points, where the solution u(w(J(z))) = U(z) is sought. 
- Solving (1.7) for the integration constants C, (1.3~) applying the extraction algorithm (1.8), 
(1.9). 
- Evaluation of the solution parameters, i.e., 
extraction coefficients of &( 2). 
the Fourier coefficients for f&z) and the 
For further details see [5,6]. All these steps involve mainly O(N log N) operations for FFT 
and O(N) operations for the extraction. Most of these procedures are easily vectorizable, some 
are parallelizable. 
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